






























By BILL PATERSON 







to pa k 
I lotion 
at
 San lose State 
University,
 and soon. 
This is 
the 







Controller  Gars .ins,
 approximately 
seven  per 
cent of the 





material  and service 
fees IM&S).
 Full-time students
 presently pay $59





remainder  of the 
university's  money, with 
minor exceptions. 
comes




 general fund 
taxpayer






the  cost of education
 has skyrocketed,
 the pressure 
on
 the state 
general fund 
has  been great, and 
education  is just one 
of
 the big users 
and one of the
 social dependents
 placed on the 




 ormsen, SJSU 
business  affairs 
manager  said. "The 
legislature 
simply  has turned one
 way or another 
to





 be so great 
with  the upturn in 
the 
economy, as shown
 by the state's 
projected  $851 
million
 surplus this 




for next year. 
Yet Boyd 
Horn,  assistant 
chief  of the chancellor's
 office of 
Budget.
 
Management,  and Planning
 IBMP), said the 
surplus would have 
little in-
fluence 




As well, various 
proposals  for using the
 surplus. Irian 
liberal
 Assem-
bly speaker. Bob Moretti,  D -Van Nuys,  to the conservative Gov. Reagan 











more than their money's worth under the 
present  lee. 
Yet Democrats in the legislature, including Assemblv man Willie 
Brown. D -San Francisco. of the powerful Ways and Means committee, 
oppose
 tuition or large fee increases. 
A.S. Pres. Dennis King said he sees a definite philosophical split 
between Democrats and Republicans over this issue. 
"Generally speaking when Democrats control the state legislature 
large fees and tuition are unlikely but if it were to become Republican 
controlled it would only be a matter of lime.- he said. 
!vans, Guttormsen, and King agree wit hDr. Bunzel 
the
 lees are low in 




 you pay for,  !vans said. **Presently students 
are get-
ting more of their dollar value
 out of the fees." 
But King views
 the situation differently.
 
"I think California was one of the first with the idea 
of
 equal op-
portunity for all." 
He believes it important for the system to maintain ii tuition -free
 
education
 as well as the lowest 
possible  fees. 
"One educated person 
cannot only better himself. but he betters 
someone else 
as
 well," he said. 
King said the controversy over
 student fees could be lessened if 
students could participate in 
the fee -setting policies. 
of courses these
 fees were 
con-  
"It is a sad situation when students
 have a better chance to change
 
have not considered 
possible fee in(
 
solidated  into 
an M 
& S fee of $12 in t I 1114'S 










It is no secret Gov.
 Reagan as well as some legislators favor 
significant lee increases, and have
 been 
pushing for 
years  for state 
college and university tuition. 
In 










 that we have tuition at the 
University
 of California and not
 at
 
the state colleges has created




 governor proved he didn't 




when  he vetoed a 1972 
senate  proposal
 that would have 
eliminated  
I he tuition charge 
at the llniversity of 




I II  
III I.S1 111 111,11





(M & 5) was 















 of the 








classes.  They 




However, due to 








California  State University
 at San 
Jose  
































Mineta tried to arrange
 a meeting 
between hsopital workers' 
union  of-
ficials and
 the hospital 
negotiating  









president David 011son and ad-
ministrator John Aird. 
Mineta met 
with  officials of the 
Hospital  and Institutional
 Workers 
Union Local 250 until 7:30 Tuesday 
night. During that meeting in 
Mineta's office, a telephone call was 
made to the hospital negotiating 
team. But the two parties of the con-
flict have not met face to face. 
It is still the position of the hospital 
that the issue 
of
 union representation 
for the hospital service workers 
should be 
dealt  with on an as-
sociation -wide basis, Mineta 
reported after
 a day of conferences 
with both 




 to the hospital's 
long held contention
 that the hospital 
workers' union should deal 
with  the 
Association of Hospitals of 
Santa  
Clara County 
of which San Jose Hos-


















 as their 
bargaining 
agent, 
according  to 




Mineta met with the officials of 
the 
hospital workers 
union  and hospital 
officials to prepare a 
report on the 
strike to be 
presented  at a Friday 
meeting of the 
San  Jose Hospital and 
Health Center 
Inc.
 Board of Trustees, 
according to Justice. 
Mineta 
pledged
 to keep working 
toward a settlement of the strike, Jus-
tice
 added. 
The Association of Hospitals 
of
 
Santa Clara County has also 
scheduled a meeting for 
that  day. 
At the Tuesday meetings, Luis 
Juarez, 
a hospital trustee and director 
of 
housing
 and community 
development for 
the city, also took 
part in 
the talks with 
the  hospital 
negotiating
 team. 
Representing  the 
strikers  were 












 about alter 70 
strikers showed 
up
 at City Hall for a 
conference 
with  the mayor. 





 local 250 
leaders.  Mineta met 
in the council 





 union claims 
that 80 per 




 at San lose 
Hospital  and its 
affiliates,










250 as its bargaining 
agent.
 
Hospital administrators say the 
union should organize all the hos-
pitals in the Association of Hospitals 
of Santa Clara County, which 
represents seven hospitals in San 
Jose and surrounding cities. 
In a recent court test 
this
 argument 
was rejected by 
Santa Clara Superior 
Couirt judge Homer B. Scott who 
refused to grant a preliminary  in-
junction order against the strike. 
The hospital estimates that 230
 of 
the some 500 service workers are out 
on strike whereas 








By MARTIN WEYBRET 
Zionism has erased the secular and 
socialist traditions of Jewish 
society.  
This is the
 view of Dr. Jack 
Kurzweil, San Jose State University 
electrical engineering 
professor.  He 
spoke yesterday to 
approximately  50 
students in the S.U. Umunhum 
Room. 
His talk, "The Role of Zionism un 
the Jewish Community" was 
presented by the SJSU organization 




 Jewish state in Pales-
tine, is founded on two fats° 








I- it st, t belies e 
Jewish immigrants were encroaching 
on Arabs when 
they
 began flocking 
to Palestine near the turn of the cen-
tury. 
Kurzweil also said Israel's policy 
of open immigration means the 
nation must 
expand. "How can all the 
Jews in the world fit into this small 
territory?" he asked. "Territorial 
expansion" is the second pillar of 
Zionism, according
 to Kurzweil. 
Zionism  has created certain myths, 
he said, 
to disguise those unpopular 
ideas. 
One of these says Palestinian 
Arabs left Israel voluntarily, before 
the 1948 war of 
independence.
 
It is true, 
Kurzweil  said, that the 
Israeli 
"left"  supported a "bi-national 
state." But "the 'right' was in control." 
He lashed out at the Zionist 
es-
tablishment, accusing it of sup-
porting (or at least failing to oppose) 
"reactionary" countries. 
"Israel can co -exist quite well with 
Saudi Arabia," Kurzweil said, "but 
Israel can not co -exist with the Arab 
revolution." 
Socialism. 
not  Zionism, he said, 
"brings
 the promise and reality" of 
the end to 
anti-semitism
 because it is 
anti -racist. 
To
 combat socialism and 
the 




 has resorted to 
"mysticism" and a "torturous 
rewriting of history," Kurzweil said. 
He said the claim that Jews have 
a 

























































































































 year's council's 
performance so far. 
"I think
 they have 
met  students' 
needs that have not
 been met before." 
Ms. Bernard 
appeared  before the 
council last semester 
seeking
 funding 
for the Womens' Center. 
Her primary interest 
for  the 
remainder
 of the semester is council's 
job on the budget. 
The council blasted a plan
 that 
would make all 
student
 body lees op-
tional.
 A resolution presented 
by 
Stephanie Dean made the 
counill's 




The bill, making 





 I and all state 
colleges 
optional,  would mean the 




The bill, introduced 
by Ray h. 
Johnson of Chico, 
will reach the 
Education Committee in the state 
assembly soon. The committee is 
headed by Santa Clara County 
assemblyman John Vasconcellos. 
Copies of the council's resolution
 will 
be sent to 
Vasconcellos
 and author 
lohnson.
 
The council also put 





fin of the Academic 
Council, calling 
for a "non -punitive"
 grading policy. 





 spring's A.S. 
elections,
 calls for an A, B, or C 
grade 
in a student's major
 classes (no D or 
grades) and a credit/no
 credit in 
general 
education.  
The system has Academic Council 
endorsement,
 but was not approved 
by SIStl Pres. john H. Bunzel. It will 
be re
-presented




and the A.S. Council's 
approval  will 
give it added weight, Griffin said. 











dropped  for a 
tuition  charge. 
In 1953 













and  the M 
& S in-
creased to $40. 









 the CSUC system 




















 war, and a state 
of 
siege 










The  small Dakota 
town










(AIM)  and the U.S. 
Federal government.










a militant Maoist 
revolutionary 




 to the 
troublespot  
as a 
medical  team. 
They
 were Ms. 
Leslie 
Nassan  of Palo 
Alto;  Tomas 
Pillsbury, 
Redwood
 City; Marc 
Sapir,
 M.D., San 




paramedic  from 
People's  Medical 
Center.
 and Jesse 
James 








granted a press 
conference  in 
a backroom 
of the East 
Palo Alto 
Venceremos 
headquarters  at 9 
a.m., 
yesterday.  A pro
-Viet
 Cong poster 
and a 
"Free  George 
Jackson"  red 
banner
 hung on the 































 they had 
difficulties


























who  is Black, 
said  there were 
incidents of 







said  or 
done, but 
said
 it was the 
general  at-
titude










































































































made  of 
"adventurers,  
militants  and 
outsiders."  





women  present. 
Machine
 guns, armored 
personnel 
carriers and M-16 rifles 
are some of 
the 
devices  the medics 
say
 have been 
used 










 will be civil war. 
It'll  happen in 
Denver, the Dakotas, 




 words are reserved for 
Dick Wilson, head of the 
government -
backed
 Tribal Council. 
King 
charges  Wilson is "a puppet 
like South Vietnam's Thieu." He said 
Wilson is trying 
to raise a mercenary 
army and already "has 50 goons as 
his personal body guard." 




 into being. "This 
would













weapons  and 
are  guilty of 
ad-
ministering 










 at new life style
 
"The people of 
Wounded  Knee," 
King said, 
"have  not attacked 
the  
U.S. 




new life style." 
They, said King, "take time out to 
learn to work together. They learn to 
to get along without unnecessary 
material things...they are not 
working for dollars or a new 
Cadillac." 
King continued,
 "There are no 
drugs 
allowed.  There is no liquor. 
The people do not need that. 
They
 are 
building new housing, 
making  their 
own food 
and medicine." 
The history of  the Wounded Knee 
area was 
emphasized
 throughout the 
press conference. The main effort of 
the presentation was the likening of 
the Wounded Knee situation to the 
minority ghettoes. 
"We want to speak to groups first," 
Sapir said, "to get into the details of 
our 
stay.  Then we won't just pay 
attention to the political." 
How 
long
 do they think 
the 
Wounded 





 on what 
happens  
out 
here,"  King 
answered.






promised  if 
























































resulting  from an 
Educational
 Testing 
Service  survey, 
included  the 
opinions  of 
23.820
 































report  to 
the
 Joint 




















 the report 


















































boards  and the 










 felt more 
importance  should 
be given to 
such  






Trustees  and 
regents  were 
found 
giving little 





















trustees  place 
the  least im-
portance of 
any  group on 
this concept 
as well as that 
of the university 
in the 











preparation than did their faculties. 
 University of 
California 
students
 and faculty are divided over 
the importance of "individual 
personal development" as an 
educational goal. Here again, 






was held to mean "self-confidence, 
self -understanding, and a 
capacity
 




 and regents 
are not very interested in college and 
university sponsored off -campus 













 have higher 











Plans for an A.S. education task 
force to investigate Pres. Nixon's 
federal cutbacks and other related 
student financial matters will be dis-
cussed at a 12:30 p.m. meeting in the 
A.S. council chambers. 
Tony Gonzales. A.S. council 
member,  said the group will 
attempt
 
to "create an awareness" among 
students on federal cutbacks, 
especially National Direct Student 
Loans 
and  student lees. 
He said Ted lames and lamshied 
Basseri











would be "geared for the average 
student who is here now." 
Gonzales said university 
representatives 
have  suggested 
expanding






























when  it 
desires,  








































































































 after a 
routine
 
audit  id 
A.S.  






























































giving  equal 
weight
 to complaints








Watts  first agreed 
to an 












 business affairs, 
claimed
 he did 
not know 
why  




mitted testifying, however, at the 
personnel board hearing on 
Watts.  
 Robert S. Martin, SJSU 
dean of student services, declined 
to comment on complaints 
against Watts, but 
indicated  that 
King, as official spokesman for 
the Associated 
Students,  could 
release the 
information. 
Both Guttormsen and 
Martin are not to blame for the 
silence surrounding Watts' 
resignation. Responsibility for 
providing the 
information  in fact 
rests with King. He is chief A.S. 













available  to the 
press a 
copy of the 
audit  in question.
 
According





 his resignation instead of 
being 
fired.  




matter  of personnel. 
Bolstering his 
decision is the fact 
that
 the Associated Students is a 
private 
organization,  a sort of 
club, free
 from public scrutiny. 
This means,
 we presume, that 
A.S. 
government  could close any 
of its 
meetings,  records and 
proceedings
 to the public and the 
press.  
This type of 
power,  










Business  Office and to 
prepare the annual
 $450,000 A.S. 
budget, and since 
sources have so 
indicated, the case against him
 
involved student fundsmoney 
paid by students through taxes 
and fees to support their 
government and its 
employees,  
including
 George Watts. 
But  even though Watts has 
refused to 
comment
 on his 
resignation, and even
 though 
King has refused to open the 
audit, to accuse Watts of some 
wrongdoing is unjust. In fairness 
to him, the case against
 Wattsif 
there is oneshould be made 
public. Silence, secrecy
 and 
diversion have mysterious con-
notations. 
Students' right to know about 
their government, its dealings 
and its employees overshadows 
Watts' right to privacy in the 
performance of his public duty. 
Furthermore, the public 
interest should always 
overpower a government's right 
to secrecy.
 
Last week the Daily reported a 
cloak of 
silence
 descended on the 
resignation.
 Today, it is more like 
a shroud of secrecy. 
Dennis King has locked the 
books on 
the case of George 
Watts.  With them he has locked 
up the most basic
 democratic 


































































































have  all but
 been 














































































































































newsmen  and 
source  is 
sometimes a 
must to avoid 
retaliation. 
Reporter  Peter Bridge 
spent 21 
days
 in jail for refusing 
to disclose 
to
 a grand jury if he 
knew 




































































































































 means a 
far greater 
degree

























 U-2 plane. All 
these items
 had attribution; at-
tribution 





the press has 
problems getting































































while  I 







 is worth 
exploring.  




The idea is not part of a cam-
paign for 
re-election.  I am not 
running
 for 
re-election.  I 
have  
" . . . 
$100,000. . . 
$200,000. . . 
$300,000 . 








Does this university have any 
skydiving clubs or classes? 
SISU 
doesn't
 have any clubs or 
classes for skydiving en-
thusiasts. In fact, according to the 
San lose Airport 
Administration  
Office, the 
closest  skydiving 
areas are 











 I was registering
 this 
semester  my 
adviser
 told me the 
requirements




 true? I think
 a lot of 
students like
 me are in 
trouble.  
Who should 
we go talk to? 
Your 
adviser
 is correct. Under
 
the new Ryan Bill, 
which  goes 
into 





 will be 
changed  from 
one -subject major with a creden-






 exams in 
English, 





humanities  and Eine
 arts. The 
plan 
of the new bill 
is to give the 
students a more 
diversified  field 
of education, rather
 than going in 
depth into
 one subject. 









contact  either 
him or Associate




Spartan Daily next 
week for an 
article  on the Ryan 
Bill. 
What ever 
happened  to the 
Spartan Daily 
Serving the 

































































$4.50  Off campus price 

















































































last  year 
where we would 
have started 
classes
 two weeks earlier,
 ended 
the first
 semester before 
Christmas, 
started  the second 
semester 




 in the middle 
of 
May? Is it being 
considered  or has 
it been dropped? 
Dr. Ted Benedict,
 dean of 
academic planning, 






 he said that 








were set by the 
chancellor's office. Last 
year the 
school
 couldn't meet all of the 
conditions so the
 Academic 
Council decided to wait a 
year. 
Dr. Benedict thinks this system 





 clear to all 
people  who 






idea  is 

































place  during 













The  rebate 



















reflect  the 
opinion





population? I don't 
know, it 
varies
 with the issues 
and  the number 
of
 students who 
participate in the 
government. 
The  idea of 
"strong-arming"  
students  to the 
polls  is hardly 
new. When the 









 often denied 
meals  
on election day
 unless they 
could  
produce proof
 of voting. 
This is 
neither
 praising nor 
condemning  these past 
practices. 
But we should
 be ready to learn
 
from the past. 
I 












 in which 
millions of 
dollars  are spent to at-
tract the voter, there are 
more 
eligible voters
 who don't turn out 
at all than 
there  are voters for the 
winner. 
In student 
elections,  where 
students  are supposedly 
better 
informed and better 
educated  
than the 






thrust of the rebate 
proposal is to 
increase the 
turnout, raise the representation.
 
A participatory democracy must 
place  a premium on 
participation  
from the citizen. Without 
the 
citizen, the
 democracy is lost. 
Without the student, the college is 
lost. 
Let us try to resolve
 the 
problem. I do invite
 responses, 
especially
 suggestions, to 
come 
up with other 
possible answers. I 
am willing to listen,
 to respond to  
change, to try new things. 
I hope 
the








- 'a type 
Editor:
 
Within the last week or 
so,  
much controversy has developed 
over "Chicanoism" let me offer a 
fresh
 point of view: 
Chicanoism
 goes beyond a 
name. 
It's an energy that is giving 
new 
hope
 to people who 
were  
potential





 that pervaded this 
coun-
try until the late 
'50s and the early 
'60s. 
It's 
the  sort of energy that 
enabled the 





And  no 
doubt there
 are many 
farmworkers











the type of 
energy that grows 
with in-
volvement.
 It's that "We 
ain't  
wasting






important.  It's a dam 
ready




 "La Reza" into 
the 
mainstream
 of American 
society. 
Making  our own 
decisions. But 
all the time 





 suffered the 
pains of cultural rape. 
Chicanismo






Chicanos  to 
walk  over to 
the Spartan
 Daily and make  a few 
demands.
 Which 









 100 brown 
faces in one 
room, 










 has a 
long  






 by no 
means is 










































































































 ones that do 
nothing 
but relegate 








 along with 
man.  Let's not 
fall victims to Archie
 Bunkerism 















It is a sad 







Mr.  Swanson, in a  
previous letter 
















In 1969 the 
I.R.A. split into 
two 





 These are 
the 
provisionals. The 
official  I.R.A., 
of
 which Dennis 
Cassin is a 








fighting  and 
uniting the 
working  classes of 
both 
religions. 
With the armed invasions
 of 
Catholic ghettos
 by the British 
Army
 and Orange 
extremists,  the 
official 




posture  of 
these 
areas




















 round trip 









honorarium  for 
aid  to 
the families 
of poeple 















 in a program for 
broad  




Ireland.  This includes 
housing, employment,
 education, 
health and an end to dis-
crimination in 
all aspects of life. 







Thank you for the informative
 
series of articles
 on board and 
care homes.
 A fair representation 
of points of view was offered in 
most of the articles; however, I do 
object to the depiction of board 
and care residents not as 'human 
beitigs' but as 'ex-patinets.' Does 
the care home residents' picture 
featured in the March 15 issue of 
the Spartan Daily have a name or 
is she
 just a 'label?' 
The 
general
 slant of the 
Spartan 
Daily's articles projected 
the feeling that board
 and care 
residents are not 
quite human but 
are a separate group
 who have to 
be dealt with. 
Could  the same 
kinds of statements 
made
 by Dr. 
Brazil, Mike McDonald, Cordell 
Koland and George Jaeger be 
made for
 other minority 
groups?
 
What if 1500 
Blacks from Hunters 
Point impacted 
the  same area 
around CSUSJ? If 
there  were no 
significant crime 
increase  or des-
truction of 
property,
 would the 
same reaction take 
place?  Being 
black is now popular 
but the men-
tally handicapped will never 
make the top
 10. 
The  mental 
health
 chaos is a 
two -fold 
issue:
 first, the 
default 
of the state 




















































I am writing 
in response to 
several 
Daily  articles 
and 
columns in 
recent  weeks con-
taining criticism of Pres. Bunzel. 












congressmen  and 
academic
 of-













By the very 







criticism. He cannot do 10 things 
at once, or be 
with several 




even if he might desire it. 
We have a very
 able person as 









differ with him on 
individual
 

































Libyan  military planes fired on 
U.S. 





 Department officials said 
the plane was not hit, but 
ducked into a 
cloud  and escaped. They 
also  stated the attack 
came 
well  out over international 
waters,
 apparently near Malta. 
Reports that 
Libyan  planes were 
flying
 near the 
Mediterranean in search 
of
 Israeli airliners have been 
recorded.  
This  is due to the shooting down 
of a Libyan airliner by Israel 
several weeks ago. 
State  Dept. officials also 




Final  group of 
POW's due 
Sunday  
SAIGONThe last prisoners anti troops remaining in Viet-
nam are scheduled 
to
 leave by Sunday. 
The North Vietnamese and Viet Cong delegations announced 
yesterday the final group of 138 American 
prisoners will be 
released Sunday in Hanoi. They asked the U.S. to withdraw 
its 




U.S. sources have still
 had no word on seven American 
servicemen and two civilians listed as captured 
in Laos. They ap-
parently will not be among the 
group to he released Sunday. 
dritain-Ulster 
peace plan proposed 




would  help end the feud between Protestants and 
Roman
 Catholics, if they agree to share 
power.
 




 included forming a new 80 -seat assembly to 
replace 
Ulster's  Parliament and electing members to the assem-
bly 




 a plan for Britain to keep security controls 
and powers to beat 
militant  extremists on both sides and for a 
charter of human rights to outlaw political and religious dis-
crimination.  
A Council of Ireland would also be set up to promote north -
south cooperation if both sides agree to try and 








 attempt to force 11 newsmen
 to reveal 
their sources and 
other  unpublished information relating
 to the 
Watergate bugging case was 




 were issued against 
representatives  of the 
Washington  Post, the Washington Star -News,
 Time Magazine 
and the New York 
Times.
 





 socks, pleated 
skirls 
dirty chinos
 and bebop 
will 
live
 again when 
Butchwacks 
and the 






 at 9. 
Suddenly 




bring  "Teen 
Angel" 
back to life, along
 with 
"Tell Laura
 I Love Her  




 50's dance 
comes  com-
plete 
with a malt shop
 (with 
soda jerks 







ACause- starring Mr. 
1950's himself, lames Dean. 
A Teen Queen and 'I een 
Angel contest and bubble gum 
blowing champ auditions will 
round out the evening in ad-
dition to the 1950's trivia quiz 
and the bebop dance contest. 
lie sure to 
bring  cigarettes 
rolled 
in
 the sleeve of 
your I -
shirt [that is,




activity  card 
holders 
will  be admitted with 
no
 charge, guests 















 for 8 
p.m. 
Saturday  at 
Foothill  
College 








 have been 





 mark -off 
was  enacted 
because of 
lagging
 ticket sales 
according  to 
the
 San lose 








the  Continuing 
Education 













 the $3 price
 can be 
paid the 















scheduled to be preceded by a 
6:30 p.m. public reception also 
at 
the college, was planned as 
a fund raiser for the newly 
born chapter of NOW. But, ac-
cording to Kathy 
Dunlap. San 
lose State University senior 
and member 
of the local 
women's group, '''rhey'll be 
lucky if they break even." 
Ms. Abzug is now in 
her  
second term in the House of 
Representatives. She is an ad-
vocate of women's liberation, 
equal rights and an opponent 
of Pres. Nixon's recent budget 
cuts 
in domestic spending. 
Tickets are on sale at the 
A.S. Business Office in the 
Student Union and can 
also  be 
bought at 











The Allen Hall gang. with that 
tine greased look prepares lor 
the  hop. Yes 
sir,  boys and girls. 














Ecologists  make plans
 
Ecology Action and Santa 
ClaraNow groups are 
holding an organizational 
meeting today at 8:30 p.m. in 
New College, Building 0. 
The purpose of the meeting 
will be to discuss plans for an 
ecology 
action  symposium to 
be held the week of April 30 -
May 6. 
Tentative keynote speakers 
for the symposium will be 
Ralph Nader, Caesar Chavez 
and Rep. Pete McCloskey. 
Other state and local represen-
tatives and environmental ac-








Rising  costs may 
be 
threatening
 the summer ses-
sion system,
 according to Paul 
Bradley, assistant
 dean of 
Continuing 
Education  and 
head 
of
 the summer 
school  
program at 
San lose State 
University. 
There is a rise this
 year in 
student 
fees for summer 
classes, from the $24
 per unit 
of 
the last three years, to this
 
year's
 $27 per 
unit.  
The 




the  state university 
system  
is the decision 
of the state 
Board 
of
 Trustees, said 
as-
sistant dean Bradley.
 He said 
the 
state education code 
forces 

















 the full 
brunt of the
 summer cost. 
"This saves the
 state about 
$1 
million  in tax money, if 
they  





According  to official figures 
from Bradley's 
office, SISU 
had 8,382 students attending 
classes last summer. The as-
sistant dean said that the 
cam-
pus 
paying for the cost of 
summer sessions is viewed as 
being a 
taken -for -granted 
thing by the trustees.
 
"The  trustees take a look at 
us and say. 'you've supported
 
yourself
 for years,' why not 
keep doing it'?" said Bradley 
responding to why 
the state 













will  meet 
it Plateau 
7. at 777 









 to pun. 
Sipes 






 in the 






























































at 2 p.m 
P reach 
film







































 in the 
Intercultural  
Center. 
located el the 
corner ol 1Mh
 end 
San Fernando street.. 














ofla House at 7 p.m. 
Movie  night 'Execution 
In
 Autumn's and 

















presented  by the 
Organization  of Arsb 
Students 
in the 
S.0  Lon. 
Poeta 
Ballroom 
it 7.30 p.m. 
Freese Film director Marie
 Kermite will 
present his latest 
film "loop por Coup -




p.m. Admission Is E.75. 
endey 
Game 
Pastelist=  The first
 annual 
games will 
be held in the 
S.U.Umunhum  
Room el 2 p.m, 
MECHA will 
meet
 it 3:30 p.m. in theS.0 
Pauli. Room. 
French She "t..  
Viola"
 will be shown in 
(SI at 330 p.m. Admission
 $1.25 
Friday 









Robert  Redford. to 
be 
shown in Morris 
/holey  Auditorium
 it 7 
and
 10 p.m. Admission is 50 
cents.  
French Illese "Pepe
 le. Petits Bateaux'
 
end "Pauline 1880- 
will  be mreened in 
ti 
141 al 
7.30  p.m Admission is 
$1.75.  
Istarnelimisel 








 school. will 
compete in 
Concert Hall at 015 
p.m.
 Ad-
mission is free. 
foist Effort 
Coffee  House will 
preeent  
atom.-  rock 
group comptwed ol 
MURILtans 
from big name rock 
groups, to 
perform from 8 p.m.
 until mIdnight 
Saturday 











tel..  ,. 
I am at 8 p.m Admission is $1.50 
French






will be hown in IC 141 NI 3:30 p.m. 
An
 
mission is 51.25. Films "La Mandartne 
and 'SO" will be 
presented
 M 7:30 p.m 
in 11: 141 Admiemon is $1.75 
Send= 
Spell= Sidaide will meet In S.U. Rom 
.158 at 8 p.m. 
Amawers
 Ii Workseeday Clams 
gels
 
you won't believe! Lionel Barrymore. 
not 
Lew. Stone, wee the hal lector to 
portray fudge Hardy in the Andy Hardy 
him.. And lohn Wayne 
wee the heel 














































will  conduct 
two free 
workshops  today 
in 
the S.U. Loma 
grieta  Room. 








will be offered 
from


























at 7 p.m. in women's 
gym 
101. 




 be 50 cents. 
summer session funding, but 
that they are uncertain where 
to start. 
Bradley said he thinks ac-
tion must start in the state 
legislature. 
Bradley. who has worked 
with continuing education 
since 1988, has a "car dealer" 
theory. He said if the fees 
were 
lower, 
with the state picking 
up some or all of the operating 
cost, more students
 would 
attend summer school. 
Like a car lot runs on volume 
sales, the state could better 
operate summer sessions, by 
having more volume of 
students. 
"We could have classes of 30 
instead of 15, (as in the past) 
with both the state and 
student benefitting," he said. 
He speculated that more 
students would naturally 
attend summer school if the 
cost was lower. 
A large part of the increase 
from $24 to $27 over last year 
seems to be geared to the rise 
in faculty salaries. Figures 
from SISU summer 
records
 
show that in the 
1970-72  years 
the price was a stable $24. 



















 a boy's life
 has been 
started
 by groups











































the  boy have 
TA 
been
 asking for help to pay for 
the needed 
surgery. 
When she learned of the 
boy's plight several days ago, 
Mrs. Lucile Johnson, 
Supervisor  of Orientation and 
Testing at the
 fob Corps, and 
staff member Mrs. Maria 
Valiente,  
started to collect 
funds to aid in the costs. 
The youngsters
 at the center 




tricted.  Nearly all the 
students
 




















































































 it would 
cost slot 
less
 if done 
privately.  
Bradley 
said.  There 

















Mal Hyman. an 
organizer  of 
the
 symposium explained 
that 
the aim of the 
program is, "to 
critically 
evaluate ecological 
problems  facing 
Santa Clara 
County
 and focus 
on what 
people 
can do about them."
 
The 
location  of the 
symposium
 will be various 
places in the 
community.  Ten-
tative sites 
are San lose State 
University,










and other places where 
citizens congregate. 
"l'he  emphasis will be on 
audience participation." said 
Hyman. "We hope we can en-
courage people to become ac-
tively involved with en-
vironmental issues." 
Much of the schedule f or the 
Ecology Action Symposium is 
still in the planning 
stages. 
The organizers are en-
couraging  all 
interested
 
members of the community to 
attend tonight's meeting to 














































































 probably on 
one  of 
our shelves. Stop 
in 





tion of the finest efts, 
materials
























FR CI 7" la I.° 
AT..X  qa-
 
I 1 C2.1.431 
IF PC 






 PRI( I 
299. 
THIS SYSTEM IS DESIGNED FOR OUTSTANDING SOUND ENJOYMENT 
From any angle...the ROTEL AX 400A AM/FM Stereo Receiver,  is 
a culmination of engineering research, resulting in an outstan-
ding design. Featuring K40 watts RMS at 8 ohms both channels 
Given for outstanding power and low distortion. The AX 400A 








plifier or multi -channel system and speaker switches for 
,ndependent
 or simultaneous operation to two pairs of stereo 
speaker
 systems and much more. 
ALCO  has added the 
GARRARD 42 MS 
Automatic  Turntable with adiustable
 anti -skate 






for mid-record stopping 
included is the SHURE 
M 75 ECS 
Stereo Cartridge. Your system is 
complete  with the addition of the 
AL X 
300  stereo speakers featuring a 3 
wide 





woofer  for 
outstanding sound
 







 Covered by ALCO's 5 Year 
Warranty  and 
1 Year 












Fits under any dash.. fits in a glove 
box.. Fits any budget.. TP 222 has 
tone, volume






 auto and manual track change. 
track  indicator lights with 7 6 watts 
H.M S 
to














 "SOUND" WITH 






















C 1 2 0-1






Real Stereo Headphones featuring 
top quality 
electronics including in-
dividual volume control combined 






























 OPEN 7 
DAYS
 A WEEK 
'OPEN
 5 NIGHTS 'TILL 9 
 OPEN SATURDAY
 9 to 6 




























































































































































































































































































































professor  of biology 
and  direc-
tor of field 
studies,  has made 
the trip six times. He said 
the 
instructors  view the program 
with a good deal of pleasure. 
Dr. 
Schmidt
 said this should 






students already scheduled 
for the trip. 23 are' making 
their second 
one, according to 
Mrs. Stanley. These 
"repeaters 
 will





















 stars and 
mammals to popping
 corn and 
square dancing. 
In
 the past. we've







Registration  for the trip will 
be 
April  4,8 a.m. to noon, out-
side Rm. 127 in the Science 
Building. Total cost for tuition 
and 
food is 884, excluding 
transportation which the 
student is 
responsible  for. For 
more information, see Mrs 













By VIRGINIA GOLDEN 
Copy Editor 
Yesterday's 
gray,  gloomy 
skies 
provided  a perfect set-
ting 
for Dr. 
David  Van 
Becker's
 review of Leonard 
Wolf's "A Dream of Dracula."
 
The 
blood-filled  discussion, 
however,
 made it a bit difficult
 










Van Becker, and 
are  not easy 
to





























and is not 
clear  about who he 
is
 writing the 
book. 
A professor





 himself up 
as





 adding that 
the first 
three  chapters of 
the book 
don't get 
anywhere  because 
Wolf's ego 





 Dracula" has 
much good material,
 said Dr. 
Van 
Becker. The greatest 




The  idea of a 
vampire 
today  is funny. he 





Good,  solid 
material  about 
blood is found




 the ideas 
that
 
blood  is power, 
and that 
eteranal life 
is sought by 
the  
vampire
 through the 
sucking  
of human blood. 
Wolf fails to 
conveys sense 
of history, however. 
said  Dr. 
Van Becker. citing the 
religious aspects ol can-
nibalism as an important idea 
Wolf does not deal with. 
The most interesting 
part of 
the book 
deals  with Alex, who 
turns out to be a real vampire. 
In researching
 his book, 





"Are You a Vampire? If so, 
please reply in confidence." 
From an array 
of interesting 
replies, the most "valid" 
turned out to be a 22 -year old 
drug -using homosexual 
named Alex, 
who really 
believed he was a vampire. 
Alex admitted 
that  he was 
"turned on by blood" and had 
been involved in "blood 
ceremonies." His 
homosexual 
partner vouched for the 
validity of Alex's preoc-
cupation with blood. 
From  such an example
 as 
this, 
pointed out Dr. Van 
Becker, it is evident that "vam-





 tails to 
deal with this aspect of the 
subject.  The book, in totality, 
concluded Dr. Van 
Becker. "is 
somewhat of a total failure 
because it does not come to 
terms with popular culture in 
terms of social 
psychology." 
Al next week's Book Talk, 
San lose State 
University 
philosophy 
Prof.  Klor DeAlva 
will review  
The Labyrinth of 




The Book Talks are open to 
students every Wednesday at 








I' eld studies courses will be 
held at Santa Clara University 
starting March 27. 
The  
purpose
 of the five field trips 





The trips will cover areas
 
from Big Basin to Castle Rock 
and from Alum Rock 
Park
 to 
the Palo Alto Baylands. 
There  will be an 
evening  
class to introduce
 students to 
the course. 
However,  all field 
trips will be held on Saturday 
mornings starting
 March 31. 

























are  few 





 beauty of 
a 
wild,  wintry 












cramped  and 
oppressive  and 
as flashy 






























 An entire 
outfit  should 






































































































are  narrower, 
lighter and 
more  flexible than 
downhill














 heel free 
to lift 











































































































































































































day pack in which
 to keep 
extra clothes, a wax kit, sun-
tan lotion, dry 
socks  and food 
are also
 necessary. Always 





Waxing is the 
key to 












 can vary con-
siderably,  there are
 different 
waxes






 can get by, starting out, 
with  just three 
waxes:  a hard 
wax for dry 
snow,  a soft wax 
for wet snow.
 and one extra 
wax for 
marginal  snow. It's 
best
 to discuss 
waxing  with an 
experienced  cross-country 
skier or ski shop 
manager,  and 
perhaps pick up a booklet on 
the line points of waxing. 
Reference  book 
In getting started one will 
probably want to look at a 
good 
reference
 book. "The 
New Cross -Country Ski 
Book," by john 
Caldwell.  is the 
definitive book in the field and 
sells for $3.95. "Ski Tours in 
California" describes 50 tours 
from Mt. 
Shasta  to San 
Gorgonio. 
A 
weekend  at one of the 
Sierra's inexpensive ski 
touring 
schools
 would be the 
best way to begin. Yosemite 
and Bear Valley, close to the 
Bay Area, offer full -day basic 
and intermediate lessons for 
about 
$8. Clinics,  tours and 
even snow camping are 
offered. A person may rent 
equipment there for about $5 
day, complete.
 
Bring cheese, an apple and a 




















 Friday Night Entertainment 
Folk -Solo Guitarist 
.11.1,11'S






































































By BARBARA FRENCH 
A well-worn map. 
strategically  planned and 
plotted, adorned the 
otherwise  
bare office wall. Lines 
of
 a 







map  worked 
Barbara Carey, 
campaign  






"I'll be with 
you in a 
moment,- she said. "I've
 got a 
hold of a potential precinct 
worker and I'm 
not going to let 
go." 
Mrs. Carey. 47,  
shuffled  
through









too familiar map 
that
 outlined 
ten voting districts in San lose 
and made 
some
 notations in an 
already overloaded 
calendar.  
"The map has worked 
for me 
before." 
she said referring to 
her past campaign 
leadership.  
"so 
I'm  using it again." 
Mrs. Carey, who is 
heading
 
up her fourth election in 
four
 
years, insisted that her 
job is 
"an 
informal kind of a thing." 
"I'm not a 
campaign 
manager
 in the professional 




 election for 
another
 candidate," she said.
 







 likes logo back 
to being a 
housewife  and just 
rest up. 
Candidates come to 
her  
"My candidates
 come to me, 




Her involvement on the in-
sides of political life in San 
Jose grew out of 
her  in-
volvement  with the League of 
Women Voters. 
Mrs. Carey 
joined the league 
15 
years  ago and has worked 
with political 




"I'm known as one of the 






instigated  by San Jose City 
Councilman Walter Hays. 
"Four years 
ago  when he 
was running for council he 


















with 19 other hopefuls, are in 






ago  Mrs. Carey 
worked on 











 in the 
League.  
"As a matter







were  born 
on the same
 day in the same 
hospital."
 
It was stressed by the cam-
paign leader that the work she 
did for Mrs. Hayes wasn't all 
that the council woman gives 
her credit for. 
"Janet Gray 
was  always 
kin-
dly  and 
called  me 
her cam-
paign 










 her job as 
one 
that





people  to do most 
of
 the work. 
"Primarily 
the interest is in 
getting
 the candidate out to 
meet  the people,"
 she said. 
Never lost a campaign 
Mrs. 
Carey who has never 
lost a campaign, jumped at the 
opportunity to talk about her 
candidate but maneuvered 
around
 questions concerning 
herself. Salary is one of the is-
sues that the Midwestern 




of an Ay' 
she said. 
Her full-time job, paid lor 
through campaign funds, 
began in January with her
 
home
 serving as an office 
Shortly after, headquarters 
moved 
to a vacant upstairs 
room located at 40 N. First Si 
"Right
 now Fin just looking 
ahead
 to April 10 and the 
primaries."  she stated. "I 
haven't 
looked as far ahead as 
June and the general elec-
tionI 
couldn't even tell you 
when 
it
 is.  
The job of a campaign 
manager could be viewed as 
one involving lots of 
manipulating and red tape. 




 to be 
someone
 I honestly believe in 
or else I wouldn't be here 
today,"
 she said. 
"The rewarding part of the 
lob.- she continued, ..IS 
watching the organization 




are to work on 
something they believe in." 
"But," she said, while bin-
ding
 
































































































































































 In fact, 
we've  taken 
the best 
records  from all of 
these  sta-
tions, added a 
few of our own, and 
come  up with a brand 
new  sound. We 
think


















































































performance from a heavy
 
war statement to the light tap 
dance (a la Gene Kelly), the 
Creative Dance Associates 
experienced their dances so 
deeply that the audience 
experienced them 
too. 
Over 215 crammed into the 
upstairs dance 




night. The company of ten. 
Jirected by Carol Haws of the 
San lose State dance 
faculty, 
exhibited 
strength,  fluidity, 
almost a physical poetry. 
'the first act emphasized 
modern -ballet with incredible 
body coordination, ending 
with a 
message dance about 
women's reactions 
against  








tracing the style from modern
 
and blues to 
pre -WWI, was 




"Hi mom can I 
have a piece 
of fudge?"





































winner  of the 
Tony 
award 
will  open for it's 
West 
Coast  premier 
on March 
30 














cards. and $2 
general. 
Although 
postponed by CBS 
from
 its March














 of the 











claims  it is 
not a 
generation






























































































begin at 9 






























Kenton's band in 1953 and 
first appeared 










catcalls  and 
the 
jitterbugging














 of birth 
which  
almost lost its 










 of the Finnish 
legend 
of the dead 
souls  and, 
the swan 
























with  only 
lighting, sound
 and their own 
flexible 























_VW*/   
1'1111/11/1s1 
Zell  Ole Visual 
Mood.  
Although 
working  on a non-
existent











 was directed 
by either Carol 











Other  Associates are Mark 
Ammerman, Nancy Colahan. 
Alfred Gonzales,  Susan Laroc-
ca, and Georgia McClellan 
Assisting were apprentices 
Craig Kagel, Bob ,Kositch. 





levels,  the 
Creative  Associates 
performed  each number 
with 





when the show was over. 
David and
 Ricky 
wrestle  in 
"Sticks" 
is universal one:
 the !utility 
of communicating 
deep insight 
to another person who 
has not 
had one's experiences. 
The play
 opens as blind 
David is brought back to 
his 
home. Although blind, he has 
insights into the nature of life 
he has gained while in war. He 
attempts 
to
 tell to his family 
what he has gone through; but 
they 
reject  his attempts. 
"Basically." Parks explained, 
it's too heavy for 
them,"  
especially the news of David's 
love 
with
 a Vietnamese girl, 
considered to be a "yellow 
whore."
 
David cannot fit into their 






Parks called the 
play
 "a lament 
by Rabe,- 






 because that 
is how 
Rabe came to 
his awareness: 





 on his Ph.D.
 at 
Stanford,  Parks 




written,"  called 



























































Come in or call today for
 a 
personal
 quotation on In-
surance

























walk into  crowded
 
bus  depot and notice




quoting Black man 
and a hos-
iile 
White.  You're a police
 of-
ficer, but
 carry  cardboard
 
billy club and empty gun. 
You move 



























a month they 
present  lour or 
live scenes to 
a class in officer
 
training  at 












 give the 
young officers





they can be 
handled. 
Directed by 
Iwo  graduate 
students,  Norm 
Russell and 
Dick 




Burman,  the 
group  of players
 
improvise
 the dialogue 
for in-
cidents developed
 by Neal 
Allbee, 





scenes  revolve around
 
handling mentally ill 
persons.  





threatened  his 
wife
 with a 
knife and 
held  a gun on 
the 
police  once they 
arrived.  The 
two police 
trainees had 












 editor ol 
AION magazine and Third 
World 
Women,




Poetry Readings in the Joint
 
Elton Coffeehouse at 8:30 p.m. 
Admission is free and the 
audience is invited 
to recite 
their own poetry. 
She will be accompanied by 
lulie, a musician




































brand  But 
the




















































 y -Clark 
knowing what
 to expect from 
the 
student actors. They 
reacted with a few 
quick gun-
shots




crisis can occur. 
Not all 








sang  and 
danced
 and hassled diners in a 









 of his 
illness. 
Instructor Allbee led dis-
cussions following 
each  scene,  
encouraging suggestions from 
both actors and police on how 
best to handle each character. 
He emphasized calm 
and 
prepared reactions,  dis-
couraged force
 unless neces-
sary, and encouraged interac-
tion 




illness  is part of the 10 -
week Police Academy 
af-





against using the traditional 
method of 
lecturing,  called the 
SISU drama department and 
was referred to Dr. 
Burman.
 In 









 to include 
training of 
police
 already on 
the field. 
Actors  and officers see the 
program 
as
 an excellent 
training situation. "We've had 
nothing but positive feed-
back." 
said  Officer Allbee. 
One of the academy's ad-
ministrators, Sgt. Chuck 
Molosky, said "I 
was  very im-
pressed."  
"It's a lot better than sitting 









realistic.- Barry Becker 
agreed, adding, 
"sometimes  it 
gets heavy." 
"Playacting or not, you've 
got to control the situation." 
Officer Ron Perez explained. 
"You could be playacting out 
there. It's the 
same thing." 
Education occurs on both 
sides. Not only does the 
program offer a chance to im-
provise acting, it also teaches 
the drama 
students  something 
about law. working with 
police officers is a new 
experience  for many. 
"This almost makes
 you ad-
mire these people," joked actor 
Michael 
Alexander.  The em-
phasis 
on
 human psychology 
made Michael realize "why so 






Neal Allbee seemed to enjoy 
working with the students.
 He 
believes it 
is "more armlet 
today" than ever before for 
police and students to work 
together. 
"The public is demanding 
more than they 
did  four years 
ago...We






























 has been 
playing
 in both Europe and the 
United States
 for the past two 
years under the direction of 
conductors 
such as lose( 




 She will be un-
conducted Thursday, March 
29 at 8:30 p.m. at Flint 
Center,  
The Aman Folk Ensemble 















 in Chicago 









lel  and business 
advancement  
and 


























simply hy what they 
say and 
how they say 
it.  Whether in 
business. at 
social functions. nr 
yawn  in casual 





ways to make a 
good impression 







paper with the 
easyto-





 have printed full cle 











 which will 
he
 mailed free 
to anyone 
who requests it No 
obligation.
 Send your name ad-
dress. and 
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 42 SEATS I
 I\ \I BEEN 
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STATE UNIVERsrry
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 AND EARLY 
Ill :SERVATIONS
 WILL BE 
NECESSARY.  
ALL 
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SOUTH  9TH STREET 
SAN











































moving  out 
8(g)-meters 
in 

















 kick is 
the whole 
fun ol 
overtake  the strongest 












career  as a high 
school
 senior 







 up at the
 state 
meet 





































 to the 


























4:13 to take 
yard 












 third in 
the 880. 







































 since the start














 20 yards 
ahead  of 
his 
"Glenn  has really 
developed 
nearest opponent

















 and my kick
 is that
 he 
Harmatz said the training 
watts until
 the very 
last
 



















tied its total 
victory out-
put for 1972,  as 




6-0 in a match
 last week. 
The Spartagals
 swept the 
singles action,






















































second  rainuut 
of
 the week. 
And the 






is the opening 
of the 
Pacific 




 with the 
Spartans 
entertaining  Los 
Angeles 
State  University at 
Municipal Stadium.
 Game 
tulle is 8 




teams will then 
meet 
'Saturday
 in a 
doubleheadec
 at Muni 
begin-
ning
 at noon. 
However,  the field 
at Muni 
is now 
so wet that 
all  games 
scheduled




Spartans  are 
11-4 on the 
year while





lniversity of Pacific and 







ALL  FAMOUS BRANDS 
Enlargers 
Prof






























 H L etc I 
Beauty Aids 1Proteinized Shampoo 
etc I 
John 
& Mary Rhoades 297-3866 
Spartans 
continued 
their  court 
dominance, 
as















'the team of 
Linda  An-
thenien  and 
Jeannie  Faust 
put 
it together
















March 10, the 
mitgals.
 competed in a practice 
tri-match

















seven of the 
15 scheduled 
mat-



















first place with 
seven  wins, 
overcoming
 a tough 
Fresno  












































Francisco.  Play 
will start 





















 Body Card 
For Discount 
than 
that at his lunior 
'At 
my
 IC. I practiced
 by 




 us individual 
attention  
but we still 
work
 out as a 
team." 
The 5
-foot -10. 140 -pound 
spiker runs 
about 70 miles a 
week an 
practice  using an 
alternate running
 schedule. 
One day he will work club on 
speed drills 
and  then switch 
the next day to road 
work.  
-My goal for the season is to 
go to the NCAA (National 
Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation' finals in the mile 
and 880, but I 
must
 first 
qualify with 4:04 and 1:50 
clockings," Harmatz said. "I'm 
pleased with my progress so 
far, but I usually do better as 
the season wears on." 
The 21 -year old junior is ma-
joring in physical education
 
and has aspirations of being a 
track coach. However. if the 
opportunity arises to join the 
newly formed professional
 
ranks, he said he would join 
immediately.  
"Glenn will be running the 
mile later on in the season." 
Bullard said, "but for now we 
are keeping him in the
 880 
because of the tough op-
position we are facing." 
Harmatz will have his work 
cut out 
for  himself this 
weekend when the Spartans 
meet
 Oregon State at the south
 






"They have one of the
 finest 
running programs around so I 
will really have to be in the 















quick  lb 
point 





























































 into a 
second 

























with  22. 
"IF 
Division  








Hot  Rocks 
64-48,  with 
Sam  
Piraro 




















22 for the 
"7."  
the N I 
ners
 rental




























































 behind Ito, 







Denham  led 
the 
winners 
with  23, 
while  Don 
(,iovannini
 ;malted 
in 10 for 
the 
losers before







Before  play 
began 
Don't  
Stare, A.S.C.E. and 
the South 
Side 
Boys were tied for first
 
place with 3-1 marks. 
Alter play ended
 they were 
still tied with 4-1 records. 
Don't Stare blinked
 the 
Fenstrators 66-21, with 
Ed 
Chong hitting 22 for the 
winners. 
A.S.C. E. thumped the 
Moulder's 
Boulders  43-31, and 
the 
South  Side Boys 
thundered  




 with Randolph dum-
ping  in 25 points for the 
winners. 
In Mondays "B" 
Division ac-
tion 0 & C raked 
Dirt 76-29 to 
run
 its record to 5-0. Kent 
Puddy led 
D & C with 21 
points. 
The 362 
Club  added up the 
Nameless ones 46-38, 
and 





































 in a 
close  



































 E. San 
Fernando  
next to Peanuts 
295-7778 
 






































ADD 504 PER 
PURSE.
 












 El Croon Cal 9202' 
LOVE YOUR MOSS 






Our incentives are ample 




 The fact that our 
natural products really are 










Please make comparisons 
We
 will ask you to do s little research 
DOOM





















beginning  dancers Small 
classes-individuel  attention 
Beverly 
&Orem
 Grant. Director 
241.1300  






 help Call 
the  Spartan  
Daily 
afternoons
























don't  Bitch apply for the 
program board
 
Apply  in 













get  free 
















































 SuMiner and 
Career  
Opportunities















































































FONDA. Wed Mar 


















 only -2.400 seats
 $250 
students 
w,A S Card 
53

























FOR  SALE) Honda 250
 Excelled $200 
926-0413 
'72 HONDA
























 15 CAD. 











 COUPLE wanted to manage 
aots & laundrette Must 












$675  or offer 
ALSO...  1970 V.W. 
BUG excellent school car 6.000 ml on 
















 IMP. 327 





























 work in parks 












by 3/1673 Apply  
at Recreation
 






































































 Before yOu 
purchase  









 needs) We 
guarantee the lowest 
prices in 
the  Ban, Amon such namesas 
Sansui. 
Pioneer,  Meets, Term, Dual. 
etc Call us for 
Weekly  SWIMS tool 292-
5593 or 252-2028 
SLACKLITE PO $$$$$ 51 50, PATCHES 
754 & UP.
 INCENSE 25-294. PIPES $1.00
 
& UP, RADIOS $395




 122.00 & UP. 
BLACKLI T E. COMPLETE 18" $11 95.4 






INDIA PRINTS, FISH 
NETTING
 51 96 & UP T-SHIRTS $2.00 
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando,  1 
DM from 














 in Santa Clara 
Valley  
since 1926. 
Woodruff  & T hush. 
Twice  
Read 
Books,  81 E San 
Fernando  btvon. 
2nd 63rd. 1030-S 
3010%  off with thisad
 
IF YOU LIKE 
COOKS,  you'll 
lOve 
RECYCLE.  a 
different
 used bookstore 
Recent paperbacks 
at o price Best 
Sci-Fi  
selection
 in Bay Area Records.
 too We 
have  the books you want & 
need & best 
prices 
in
 town Yes, we 
buy & moos books
 
& records 












































































(wear  showcase 






 REFLEX T-2 W -F 
1 4 lens 
end case Just bought









 3rd & San Salvador. 
Opel,
 
Thurs & Fri only 10-5 PM 
JEWELRY 








 casting ring and 
cruCible
 $18-
used once 292-4370 Debi 
HELP WANTED 



















 pan of lull 
time 
For  IP-
Pointrnent  interview 
call  297-5100 
FIGURE MODELING 
),os.., Light Out 
serious work for persons of 
good 








aids. orderlies, full and
 part time. 
Amencan  
Registry
 of Nurses 
293-0112, 
FRIDAY 
FLICKS "BUTCH CASSIDY & 
THE SUNDANCE KID" STARRING 
PAUL NEWMAN & ROBERT REDFORD. 
MAR. 23. 7 & 10 PM, MORRIS DAILEY 
AUD. 606 ADM 
EARN $25 PER MONTH FOR DOING 
NOTHING? 








and  earn $25 per 
month  Call Mr 
Wright 591-2681 
ARTISTS & CRAFTSMEN 
needed to sell 
























Center of activity 237 E San
 Fernando 
169 to $89/mo 295-9504 or 293-6345 
UNIVERSITY  CLUE -Co-ed 
issaustui 
house, 





 kit priv maid & 
linens, 
parking.
 courtyard Includes 
Continental  
breakfast  From $79/mo 








APTS.  $1151 
..120 15 
min 
from SJS 5226 
Snow  ER. S.J 226.-
8112
 





downtown, kit v14.. 2E63910 156 








 priv, on 
pd. Men 









must  Pisan, 
Open



















































 2 bdrrn 




 opts lor rent 
$9041100;2  SI 
bdrrn houses







irien campus furnish or 





 ROOMMATE to share 
beautiful  
apt 




conveniences. call 292-2636 
MOTHER  WITH CHILD WANTS to rent 
small private apt or house neer campus. 







 2 bl ks. from SJSU. Call 
Carmen at 291-43570, Teresa 296-4483. 
MALE ROOMMATE 
needed to share 2 
bdrni.. 2 be., poolsIde apt. with
 
I other. 
Grad or faculty. Cell eves. 
24743678.  
FRIENDLY 
GIRLto  share beautiful 
house 
al 175 So 16th St 294-3432. 
LARGE 3 DORM., 2 bath Turn opts 
$215/rno. 
Seedt
 3598 12th St Call 29E-
1807 Summer rate.
 $185. 
ROOM FOR RENT ESS/nto. plus utll on 
an east side farm In SJ. Non-smoker. 
Complete house privileges Call 235-
0406  
& 2 DORM. APTS., w/w carpet. Wry 
prkng. Quiet low 




 Call 299-7595. 







Private sun yard & 580. share kitchen & 
baths can Don 2967435 
$109 
Large
 studio, sap study 
room 
Heated 
pools,  furn w/carpets 














EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST 
Master's - Reports - Dissertations 
Mertens rsinnem -  1924 Harris 
Telephone 371-0365












RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract 










































home 53 day or 504 hr. 
266-5063.  
TYPING -ISM  Selectric-Thesis,
 
reports,
 general typing 
letters. etc 
Reasonable 
rotes  263-6895 
FOR 
PERMANENT  HAIR REMOVAL 
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST 
AT 235








 Ado PR, 
Portrait,  B & W 
Color.  275-0596 
SASYSITTING, our home, 
most  
eveninga,  



























































SE A FRIEND to 
















anvelOpe  Contemporan 




 San Francisco 94104 
DONATE ON A REGULAR 1114.000 






Bring  student ID or this 
ad 
and receive 
 bonus with 
your torsi 
donation HYLAND 
DONOR  CENTER 35 
S Almaden 
Ave, San Jose. CA 294-0535 
MONDAY THRU 
FRIDAY  7 to 
3 
Pnt 





ROSISIT  THOMAS 





"SUTCH  CASSADY & 
THE 







MAR. 23, 7 
a 10 PM. 
MORRIS  DAC E 
AUD, SO4 ADM 
TRANSPORTATION
 
EUROPE  ISRAEL  AFRICA 

















East. and Far East CONTACT
 
11667 






90049 TEL 12131 6266669 826-0955 
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE 
Charter 
Flights
 International,  call cam-





John Student Services West, 
Inc 




10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
 
EUROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP 








 St Sacramento. Ca. 95819 
RUSSIA
-SCANDINAVIA.















Whole  Earth Travel,
 Ltd.. Box 
1497. KC No 64141 
FLYING WONT 
Well
 "It Pays To of. 
Young With TWA" Your TWA
 Campus 
Representative  Bill 
Crawford  (225-72621
 




1/3 off with TWA Youth 
passport  &take 
up to 24 
months  to pay  with  FREE 
GETAWAY 
CREDIT  CARD Call 225-
7262 for 
information  after 600 296-0600
 
for reservations






























LOST 8, FOUND 
LOST)  Wanes 
brown cost 
























IN THE SPARTAN DAILY 
CLASSIFIED  ADS 
